MSGHL Meeting
Date: 12-9-15
Executive Board: Scott Glynn (P), Shaun Hathaway (SD), Jeff Shultz (VP), Karl
Borski (ST), Kendall Hanley (CD)
Association Reps: GJ Santelli, Kevin Lutz , Jim Schlegel,
Greetings:
Sec/Tres.: Still have 3 outstanding invoices will reach out again for payment (NM,
Summit & Steamboat). Recurring payments as usual with regards to Sport Ngin and
Conference Calls. Balance is above last year at this time so looking very promising
heading into the Tournament.
Comm. Director: Postings online updated content new but still needing more.
Scheduling Director: Nothing new to report. Some discussions of short comings
with Sport Ngin but hopefully being addressed.
Tournament Director: N/A
Discussions: Jeff Shultz opened up discussion on a “State Team” for a tournament
playing at the 19AA level out East. Tourney is willing to host a “Mtn Combined
Team”. Concerns were brought up with regards to who will run and coach this team.
Team selection process was discussed about who, how and where but nothing
definitive.
Glynn discussing the possibility of starting a 19AA team due to the large number of
girls with in their program for 2016/17 season. Opening it up to all Mtn Teams to
come in for try outs. Discussion on when and who will run /coach such a team. All
pending CAHA approval but still too early to discuss in details.
General discussion on CAHA State Tournament. No member of CAHA has reached
out to any BOD for MSGHL regarding the dates of the proposed tournament. Glynn
reached out to CAHA but has not received and return correspondences. Discussion
regarding the fact that MSGHL has a multi year contract with the Edge Arena for the
same weekend over several years and CAHA members attending the MSGHL
Tournament of 2015 were aware of this. CAHA still scheduled a “State Tournament”
on the same weekend. Members feel strongly that the MSGHL League Tournament is
more meaningful for the girls. Discussion as to whether or not we allow CAHA to
“piggy-back” the MSGHL League Tournament again was rejected due to the conflicts
resulting in the participation of New Mexico Mustangs in the League.
Adjourned

